We consider the problem of anatomy based dose optimization in brachytherapy. For various objectives and their derivatives a calculation method is proposed which significantly reduces the number of required operations. The optimization time, ignoring any preprocessing step, is independent of the number of sampling points. The idea is that some of the objectives and their derivatives used for dose optimization do not require the explicit calculation of dose values. Multiobjective dose optimization with the new modified computation method for the objectives and derivatives is, depending on the number of sampling points, is 10 -100 times faster than the conventional method with dose calculation.
I. Introduction
Anatomy based optimization of dose distributions in interstitial high dose rate (HDR) or low dose rate (LDR) brachytherapy is based on the calculation of objective values expressed by variances or dose-volume histograms (DVH) for the planning target volume (PTV), normal tissue (NT) and for organs at risk (OAR). For gradient-based optimization algorithms these values have to be calculated as many as several hundreds times 1-2 and up to several thousands or even hundred thousands times for stochastic algorithms such as genetic or simulated annealing algorithms. 3 This is a computational challenge especially for large implants with a large number of sources and sampling points. The calculation time is
proportional to the number of sources and proportional the number of sampling points. The number of source can be as high as 300. The accuracy of the DVHs or variances depends on the number of sampling points which should be larger than the number of sampling points.
Dose optimization has to consider many objectives which are in conflict such as coverage of the PTV with a specified dose and protection of NT and OARs. The objectives are combined into a single objective function f Tot formed by a weighted sum of the individual objective functions. The optimal value f* i for the i th objective found by a optimization algorithm depends on the weights (importance factors) used and may not be the best possible result as the mapping from importance to objective space is complex, especially for three or more objectives. In cases where the solution is not satisfactory the treatment planner is required to repeat the optimization with a different set of importance factors. One method is to increase the importance factors of the objectives for which the solution does not provide a satisfactory result. In practice only a very small number of combinations can be tested and with this approach the treatment planner cannot gain all the information about the range of possible values and the degree of competition, which are required to select the best solution. In order to obtain the best possible result avoiding trial and error methods we proposed a gradientbased multiobjective optimization algorithm. 
where N d is the number of sources, with this method is independent of the number of sources. Our analysis has shown that this method is comparable with conventional methods only if the number of sources is much larger than 300. 5 The avoidance of wrap around effects can only be avoided with zero padding in each dimension which increases the transform size to 8 N S and requires 8N S ln(8N S ) operations for N S sampling points.
B. Optimization using normalized variance based objectives
In previous papers 1-2 we have presented results using gradient based optimization algorithms and objectives in terms of normalized dose variances:
1)
The surface variance S f of the dose from sampling points (dose points)
uniformly distributed on the PTV surface.
2) The volume variance V f of the dose from sampling points inside the PTV: 
C. Conventional method to calculate the objective values and derivatives
The conventional approach for dose optimization is to calculate the dose values and then the objective values and their derivatives. For speed-up we assume that we have a lookup table ( )
The number of operations to calculate 
D. The new method of the calculation of the objectives and derivatives using dose kernel look-up tables
The objective function f S can also be written as
The derivatives are:
Where the following relations are used
is the dose rate at the i th sampling point on the PTV surface, within the PTV and within an OAR respectively. the storage is independent on the number of sampling points.
E. Calculation of voxel dependent objectives
We consider another type of objective functions and their partial derivatives that can be used for dose optimization in external beam radiotherapy 6 or brachytherapy:
where w i is the weight assigned for the i th sampling point, d i the calculated dose, D i the desired dose value and p a parameter. The weights w i give to each sampling point or set of sampling points in a structure (PTV, normal tissue or OARs) an individual importance and allows to some extend the modification of the dose distribution to a local level. 6 The weights 
The corresponding M derivatives are: 
F. General form of objective values and derivatives
The new method can be applied in general for objectives (and their derivatives) of the following types used in brachytherapy (HDR and LDR):
As special cases this includes the cases g i =1, D i = const, or D i = <d>, the average dose value. Objectives of the form 2 f with g i =1 can be used for the surrounding normal tissue, where the dose has to be minimized. Equation (8) 
4.
For external beam radiotherapy due to the sparse nature of the matrix of the dose kernel matrix we have a benefit if the sampling point density is such that the average number of sampling points per beamlet is larger than the number of beamlets.
G. Application for inverse planning
We can apply this procedure also to inverse planning where the number of optimal sources has also to be found. We assume that the problem, which is considered, is the minimum number of sources their source strength and their position from a large number of Tot M source dwell positions necessary to produce an optimal dose distribution. We need to calculate and store the 
H. Optimization for high dose limit objectives
For the OARs and the PTV the following general type of equations are also used:
For α=2 we obtain the quadratic type of objectives, for α=1 the Lessard-Pouliot objectives 
III. Discussion and Conclusions
The answer to the question which forms the title of the paper is that objective functions and their derivatives presented here, and commonly used in brachytherapy, can be calculated entirely or to some extent, without the calculation of individual dose values. For objectives of the type given by Equation (4) and (5) In the past only a very small number of 300 or even less sampling points have been used by dose optimization algorithms, whereas for the evaluation of DVH-s up to 100 times more sampling points have been used. The required optimization time did not allow an increase of the sampling point density.
A multiobjective optimization using gradient based optimization algorithms with 100 sources using up to 100 solutions even with 10000 sampling points in the PTV and NT with a 2 GHz PC is now possible in less than 10 s. 2 The storage for N S sampling points and N d sources can be reduced by a factor of approximately 2N S /N d .
A speed-up is expected not only for deterministic algorithms but also for stochastic algorithms such as genetic algorithms or simulated annealing.
For objectives of the form given by Equation 10, which consider high dose limits, we can avoid the calculation of the dose value of a fraction of the sampling points using an estimate that requires two multiplications and one addition per sampling point. For objectives functions for low dose limits the calculation of the dose values is necessary.
A patent including the dose optimization speed-up method using second order dose kernel matrices and inequalities has been applied for.
